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8 Tips for Safer Swimming

8 Tips

For Safer Swimming
Visiting a public pool or waterpark this summer?
Here are 8 things you can do before you get in the water.
If you see ANY problems, ask the pool manager to address them.

1. Learn to
Swim!

Drowning is the 5th leading cause of unintentional injury deaths
for ALL ages in the US. Formal swim lessons can reduce the
likelihood of childhood drowning death by 88%.

2 Look at the pool water Is it
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3 Test the water for proper
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2. Look at the pool water. Is it
clean and clear? Can you see the
bottom drains?

3. Test the water for proper
chlorine and pH with test strips
found at any swimming pool or
home improvement store.

test strip in the water, following the directions on the package. Watch the color
W Dip the
change and match it to the color chart that shows the proper colors for the
HO O
T
pH of the water & what the disinfectant residual should be.

4. ALL main drains must comply to
the VGB Act
Compliant Drain Covers
Labeled "VGB Act
Compliant"
Dome Shape/Large
Grates
CANNOT be damaged

5. Pools should be cared for by a
certified professional.
Facilities should have a CPO
Certificate holder on staff, while
home pools can be cared for by
an AST Certified technician
Certification shows
someone has gone
through training to
maintain and
operate the pool.
Here is an example of
a CPO Certification
Presented
By:

6. Designate a

Water Watcher
Supervision
Could Save a
Life

Drowning is the second leading cause of unintentional
injury deaths for children 1—14 years of age.
An appropriate water watcher is someone who:
Is 16 years old or older

Has a working phone to dial 9-1-1

Is alert and not under the
influence of alcohol or drugs

Knows CPR or can alert someone
nearby who knows CPR

Has the ability to recognize and
rescue someone in distress or alert
a capable adult nearby

Has a floating and/or reaching
object that can be used in a rescue

Protect your body
from sunburn and
reapply sunscreen
before and after
swimming

7. Use
Sunscreen

8. Follow the 6 PLEAs recommended by the CDC
3 PLEAs for all Swimmers

!

se!
Plea

Wait TWO WEEKS after being sick with
diarrhea to enjoy recreation water

se
Plea

se!
Plea

Do NOT swallow pool water or put it in
your mouth

se
Plea

Shower and use the restroom before

se
Plea

se! swimming; it'll help keep bacteria out
Plea
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3 PLEAs for Parents
Take children on bathroom breaks
every hour and check diapers often

!

Change diapers in
appropriate/designated areas

!

Wash your child thoroughly; everyone has
invisible amounts of fecal matter on their
bottoms that ends up in the pool
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